FRIDAYS AT 12:30 SERIES
RODNEY WHITAKER RESIDENCY
Friday, February 9, 2024
12:30 p.m., von Kuster Hall and via livestream
Rodney Whitaker, bass
With members of Western University Jazz Combo Program

Program will include selections from the following:

Lyresto  Kenny Burrell
Primal Urge  Charles McPherson
Jinrikisha  Joe Henderson
Pendulum  Noah Green
Alice in Wonderland  Sammy Fain
Hourglass  Madeline Hall
Moanin’  Bobby Timmons

Western University Jazz Combos
Dr. Kevin Watson, Artistic Director
Andrew Brooks, trombone
Ricky Chee, saxophone
Tianshu Dai, piano
Jonathan Gonzalez, percussion
Noah Green, piano
Madeline Hall, guitar
Siwon Jengsuksavat, saxophone
Paolo Radam, saxophone
Matthew Usher, trumpet
Yanet Campbell, violin
Stefan Sampy, bass

This artist residency is supported by the Don Wright Faculty of Music
Undergraduate Student Gift Fund.

Music changes lives. So do our donors.
Charitable gifts from music lovers, like you, provide critical support for the Don Wright Faculty of Music’s performances and educational programming. To help us to continue to enrich our community through the power of music, please make a donation online or call 519-661-2111 ext. 85695